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Utillity of a prototype liposomal contrast agent for x-ray imaging of breast cancer: a proof of concept using micro-CT in small animals • • Elizabeth Bucholz, G. Allan Johnson, Balanced 2D radial acquisition of the mouse heart at 7T (poster presentation)
• Anjum Ali, G. Allan Johnson, Enhanced T2 contrast for MR histology of the mouse brain (poster presentation)
• Bastiaan Driehuys, Alternate sources of magnetization, MR Physics for Physicists Course, instructor, May, 6, 2006 • B Driehuys, GP Cofer, J Pollaro, et al., Imaging pulmonary gas exchange using hyperpolarized 129 Xe, # 862, (oral presentation).
• B Driehuys, GP Cofer, and J. Pollaro, Real-time production and in vivo imaging of hyperpolarized 129
Xe, # 861, (oral presentation).
• B Driehuys, GP Cofer, J Pollaro, et al., 3 He imaging of methacholine challenge in mouse models of asthma, #1347.
• B Driehuys, GP Cofer, J Pollaro Real-time production and in vivo imaging of hyperpolarized 129 Xe (oral presentation) CT Badea, LW Hedlund, MD Lin, JF Boslego, GA Johnson, Micro-CT and micro-DSA of small animal models of disease using iodinated conventional and blood pool contrast agents, International Contrast • CT Badea, LW Hedlund, CT.Wheeler, W Maï, GA Johnson, Volumetric micro-CT system for in vivo microscopy • W Mai, CT Badea, CT Wheeler, LW Hedlund, GA Johnson, Effects of breathing motion on the spatial resolution in microscopic imaging techniques of rodents • MD Lin, CT Badea, GA Johnson, Optimized radiographic spectra for digital subtraction angiography in the mouse • NN Mistry, EW Hsu. Distortion correction using mutual information in 3D diffusion tensor microscopy.
• B Chen, EW Hsu. PDE Denoising of MR diffusion tensor image data.
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• Y Jiang, EW Hsu. Constrained projection reconstruction for reduced encoding MR diffusion tensor imaging.
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22 12 th annual meeting of the ISMRM, Kyoto, Japan, May 15-21, 2004.
• AC Brau, LW Hedlund, GA Johnson, Cardiac imaging in the mouse at 7T using projection reconstruction for improved suppression of motion artifacts, E-poster presentation • B Chen, EW Hsu. Diffusion tensor imaging noise removal for tissue fiber tracking.
• Yi Jiang, EW Hsu. Accelerating MR diffusion tensor imaging via reduced encoding projection reconstruction.
• 
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• US Patent No.6,630,126 "Diagnostic Procedures using Direct Injection of Gaseous Hyperpolarized 129Xe and Associated Systems and Products"
